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Key Points:

• Tracer evolution from a 3.8 h surf-zone release was observed for ≈ 30 h and ≈

7 km alongshore.

• Surf-zone alongshore tracer transport and exchange with inner-shelf lead to surf-

zone tracer decay and skewed timeseries farther downstream.

• A coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf tracer model quantifies how inner-shelf retention

and recirculation are key to surf-zone tracer evolution.
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Abstract

The evolution of a surf-zone released tracer (≈ 100 Liter over 4 hour) was observed for

≈ 30 h. Surf-zone tracer was transported alongshore (y) with relatively steady mean

speed vSZ ≈ 0.18 m s−1, consistent with obliquely incident wave forcing. Maximum in

situ surf-zone tracer concentration decayed exponentially with 1.6 km alongshore e-folding

length scale, i.e., 2.5 h advective time scale. Surf-zone tracer time-series evolved down-

stream of the release from a top-hat structure for y ≤ 1 km to increasingly skewed far-

ther downstream. Within ≈ 1.5 km of the northward propagating tracer front, inner-

shelf tracer was confined to onshore of ≈ 4LSZ (surf-zone width LSZ ≈ 100 m) and was

alongshore patchy. A coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf tracer advection-diffusion-exchange

box model reproduces the observed surf-zone downstream max concentration decay and

temporal skewness, with surf-zone flushing time k−1
SZ ≈ 2.3 h. A weaker inner-shelf unidirectional-

exchange rate kIS ≈ kSZ/2 indicates reduced horizontal mixing outside the surf-zone.

Surf-zone temporal skewness is linked to inner-shelf tracer storage, differential surf-zone/inner-

shelf advection, and recirculation, i.e., non-asymptotic shear dispersion. On the inner-

shelf (≈ 3LSZ), tracer vertical structure differed in the morning versus afternoon sug-

gesting internal tide and solar forced thermal modulation. Model parameters represent-

ing surf-zone processes are well constrained by existing observations and scales. How-

ever, the many overlapping inner-shelf processes make a single process based generaliza-

tion of inner-shelf cross-shore exchange rate (i.e., kIS) and alongshore transport difficult.

Plain Language Summary1

Transport and mixing impact nearshore systems, such as larval recruitment in in-2

tertidal ecosystems and water quality impacts from coastal pollution, and can be stud-3

ied using shoreline released tracers, like fluorescent dye. In the region of depth-limited4

wave breaking, the surf-zone, alongshore directed currents driven by oblique breaking5

waves transport tracers over long distances. Tracer is also mixed across the surf-zone by6

eddying currents and exported onto the inner-shelf (region offshore of the surf-zone) by7

rip currents, which decreases shoreline tracer concentration. Horizontal mixing also in-8

creases tracer plume length-scales, known as dispersion, and cross-shore variation in the9

alongshore current can induce enhanced alongshore dispersion. Over long-distances/times,10

tracer evolution depends on both surf-zone and inner-shelf currents and alongshore dis-11

persion. Here, the evolution of a surf-zone released dye tracer is observed for ≈ 30 h and12
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over several kilometers downstream (alongshore). Downstream of the release, the surf-13

zone maximum concentration decayed and concentration time-series developed long-duration14

tails (skewness). A surf-zone/inner-shelf box model reproduces the surf-zone tracer ob-15

servations, providing insight to the relative roles of cross-shore exchange, recirculation16

and alongshore dispersion. Importantly, recirculation between the surf-zone and the inner-17

shelf is a critical process that changes the tracer distribution close to shore.18

1 Introduction19

The transport and dilution of shoreline released tracers, such as pathogens (e.g., Boehm,20

2003) or larvae (e.g., Morgan et al., 2018), is important to coastal ecosystems and hu-21

man health (Boehm et al., 2017). The surf-zone can entrain shoreline released tracers22

and discharges from small-scale and low-flow rivers, estuaries and out-falls (Wong et al.,23

2013; Rodriguez et al., 2018; Kastner et al., 2019). Surf-zone released tracers have been24

detected in coastal community aerosols (Pendergraft et al., 2021), indicating potential25

for pathogen and toxin exposure without direct coastal water contact (e.g., Kirkpatrick26

et al., 2010). On alongshore uniform beaches, surf-zone alongshore (y) currents, driven27

by obliquely incident surface gravity wave forcing (e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1970; Fedder-28

sen et al., 1998; Lentz et al., 1999), transport tracers over long O(10 km) distances (e.g., Grant29

et al., 2005; Feddersen et al., 2016; Grimes, Feddersen, Giddings, & Pawlak, 2020), in-30

creasing the potential for human health impacts of pollution beyond a point source lo-31

cation. However, despite the societal relevance, surf-zone tracer evolution (transport and32

dilution) over > 1 km alongshore scales and the role of surf-zone/inner-shelf exchange33

and inner-shelf processes are not well understood.34

Surf-zone tracer evolution has been studied using either instantaneous shoreline re-35

leases (e.g., Brown et al., 2019; Clarke et al., 2007; Harris et al., 1963), or continuous36

releases (e.g., Clark et al., 2010; Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2014, 2015). Quantitative anal-37

ysis of in situ surf-zone tracer concentration D has been restricted to alongshore (y) dis-38

tances of 10-100 m (Clark et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2019) to ≈ 1 km (Hally-Rosendahl39

et al., 2014, 2015), representing advective-time scales (t) from 1 min to 1 h after release,40

i.e., t ∼ y/vSZ, given quasi-steady mean alongshore current vSZ. On an alongshore uni-41

form dissipative beach with vSZ ∼ 0.25 m s−1, continuously released tracer was surf-zone42

confined within 200 m downstream (≈ 15 min) and the observed surf-zone cross-shore43

(x) ensemble-mean tracer dispersion was Fickian, exhibiting down-mean-gradient diffu-44
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sive flux with constant diffusion coefficient (e.g., Clark et al., 2010). The O(1 m2 s−1)45

cross-shore diffusivity was related to horizontal surf-zone eddies, i.e., vertical vorticity,46

and resulted in a power-law alongshore decay in maximum surf-zone concentration Dmax ∼47

y−1/2 (Clark et al., 2010). Under similar wave and surf-zone conditions, but over larger48

downstream distance (0.1 ≤ y ≤ 1 km), substantially weaker shoreline Dmax(y) along-49

shore power-law decay (non-Fickian) was observed due to inner-shelf tracer build-up and50

recirculation (Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2014, 2015). Observations on a reflective beach are51

qualitatively similar to dissipative beaches, but with the surf-zone becoming well mixed52

over shorter length/time scales, e.g., within 25 m alongshore or 5 min (vSZ ≈ 0.8 m s−1)53

of the release, due to the narrower surf-zone (Brown et al., 2019). Long-range tracer dis-54

persion is likely non-Fickian due to differences in surf-zone and inner-shelf hydrodynam-55

ics and diffusivity. However, quantitative in situ D observations on dissipative beaches56

over scales > 1 km and > 1 h are lacking.57

At fixed downstream distances from an instantaneous release, D time-series typ-58

ically exhibit temporal skewness, having relatively steep D growth, and increasingly grad-59

ual signal decay (Brown et al., 2019; Clarke et al., 2007; Harris et al., 1963), similar to60

tracer release observations in rivers (cf. Young & Jones, 1991). Continuous mixing causes61

downstream decreasing peak concentration and increasing temporal width, indicating62

a growing alongshore plume width (Harris et al., 1963). On rip-channeled bathymetries,63

mean circulation tends to recirculate and surf-zone trap floating material in models and64

observations (Brown et al., 2015; Geiman et al., 2011; Reniers et al., 2009), whereas in-65

termittent rip-current pulses eject material farther offshore (Reniers et al., 2010). Over66

short alongshore distances (y ≤ 100 m), rip-current cell retention and recirculation can67

prolong surf-zone tracer signal (e.g., Clarke et al., 2007). After terminating the dye re-68

lease, Hally-Rosendahl et al. (2014) observed very slow surf-zone D decay (> 8 h) at69

ỹ ≈ 500 m, likely due to recirculation of inner-shelf dye because of the short surf-zone70

advective time-scale (y/vSZ ≈ 1 h, with vSZ ≈ 0.15 m s−1) and weak inner-shelf along-71

shore current (vIS ≈ 0). Quantitative analysis of surf-zone/inner-shelf exchange, recir-72

culation and differential alongshore transport on scales y > 1 km and t > 10 h has73

not been conducted.74

Inner-shelf tracer retention and subsequent surf-zone recirculation is partly due to75

the cross-shore distribution of the horizontal eddies responsible for mixing. As break-76

ing wave vorticity forcing is confined to the surf-zone (Peregrine, 1998; Clark et al., 2012),77
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inner-shelf horizontal eddies predominately originate from the surf-zone via transient rip78

current ejections (e.g., Johnson & Pattiaratchi, 2006; Feddersen, 2014). Transient rip79

currents (TRC) are characterized by concentrated and ephemeral offshore flows that trap80

and advect surf-zone tracers (e.g., dye and temperature) onto the inner-shelf, resulting81

in an alongshore patchy inner-shelf tracer field (e.g., Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2014). The82

strength of TRC-induced surf-zone to inner-shelf exchange is commonly quantified us-83

ing an exchange velocity (uEX, e.g., Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2015). In wave-resolving Boussi-84

nesq simulations, TRC-induced horizontal eddy velocities have self-similar cross-shore85

decay, depending on incident wave and beach slope parameters (Suanda & Feddersen,86

2015). Inner-shelf eddy variability, within ≈ 5LSZ of shore, is also increased in models87

that include wave averaged surf-zone dynamics, relative to models that do not include88

a surf-zone (Wu et al., 2021). Cross-shore inhomogeneous mixing due to surf-zone gen-89

erated horizontal coherent eddies results in reduced dispersion of surf-zone released tracer90

on the inner-shelf (Spydell et al., 2019).91

Shoreline released tracer plumes often exhibit strong anisotropic growth, tending92

to form wide alongshore O(10 km) and narrow cross-shore O(500 m) shoreline connected93

plumes (Grant et al., 2005; Feddersen et al., 2016). Predominate alongshore widening94

(spreading) is commonly ascribed to shear induced dispersion. Over relatively short du-95

ration (< 1 h) surf-zone drifter releases, strong intra-surf-zone alonshore current shear96

resulted in enhanced alongshore diffusivity Kyy ∼ v2
SZτL = O(1-10 m2 s−1), with La-97

grangian time-scale τL = O(1-10 min), analogous to asymptotic shear dispersion in pipe-98

and channel-flows (Spydell et al., 2009). For large scale plumes, where tracer is both in99

the surf-zone and on the inner-shelf (e.g., Grant et al., 2005; Feddersen et al., 2016),100

alongshore diffusivity estimates based on the reported plume evolution imply significantly101

larger alongshore diffusivities O(10-100 m2 s−1).102

Alongshore momentum dynamics vary across the surf-zone and inner-shelf, and along-103

shore currents can be strongly sheared (e.g., Lentz et al., 1999). Inner-shelf alongshore104

momentum dynamics also differ from the surf-zone, with dominant contributions from105

wind and waves (e.g., Austin & Lentz, 2002; Lentz & Fewings, 2012), and alongshore106

pressure gradients (Wu et al., 2020). Under realistic conditions, numerous processes af-107

fect inner-shelf tracer evolution (e.g., Jones et al., 2008; Fong & Stacey, 2003), includ-108

ing internal waves (e.g., Sundermeyer & Ledwell, 2001; Moniz et al., 2014), baroclinic109

circulation (e.g., Molina et al., 2014; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017; Grimes, Feddersen, &110
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Kumar, 2020; Moulton et al., 2021), and cross-shore oriented coastal sub-mesoscale fronts111

(e.g., Wu et al., 2020). However, limited observations from surf-zone dye release exper-112

iments suggest inner-shelf mixing is weaker than in the surf-zone (e.g., Clark et al., 2010;113

Brown et al., 2019, among others). As larger scale plumes involve both surf-zone and inner-114

shelf tracer evolution, cross-shore inhomogeneous horizontal mixing (differing surf-zone/inner-115

shelf turbulence) combined with surf-zone/inner-shelf alongshore current shear poten-116

tially induce a form of enhanced inter-surf-zone/inner-shelf shear dispersion. However,117

lack of quantitative field measurements of tracer evolution at these time/space scales pre-118

viously prevented a detailed assessment of this mechanism.119

Here, observations from a finite duration surf-zone tracer release experiment are120

analyzed to quantify the role of surf-zone/inner-shelf exchange, recirculation, and shear121

dispersion over relatively long ≈ 30 h time and 7 km space scales. The field site, exper-122

imental methods, remote and in situ observational instrumentation and processing are123

described in section 2. Experiment environmental conditions and detailed tracer obser-124

vations are presented in section 3. In section 4, a coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf box tracer125

model is developed and model parameters optimized based on surf-zone spatiotempo-126

ral tracer observations. Model parameters quantify the role of various transport and dis-127

persion mechanisms in the observed tracer evolution. In section 5, alternative tracer evo-128

lution equations are used to elucidate contributions from recirculation and alongshore129

current shear. Also in section 5, inner-shelf tracer (dye and temperature) observations130

are contextualized with recent work highlighting the important role of buoyancy on inner-131

shelf tracer evolution. Results are summarized in section 6.132
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Figure 1. a) Southern San Diego bight study region topography (green/brown) and

bathymetry (blue) with {0, 10, 20, 30 m} depths contoured in black. Also indicated are the

surf-zone dye release location (x, y)=(0, 0) (magenta), surf-zone sampling sites (gray dots), wire-

walker array (WW, yellow), RDI work horse current meter (WH, blue), Coastal Data Information

Program wave buoy 218 (CDIP, red), and Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve

meteorological station (MET, white). b) Example MASS hyperspectral imagery derived surface

dye D at T =5.1 h since release start versus physical coordinates (x, y), and in c) mapped to

quasi-shorenormal coordinates (x̃, ỹ) using the smoothed mean-sea-level contour from (a,b) within

the dashed boundary. Also shown in (b)-(c) is the inner-shelf alongshore towed-array transect

(TA, gray). Regions without data are gray and bathymetry contours are drawn at 2 m intervals.

2 Methods133

2.1 Study Region & Dye Release134

A series of surf-zone tracer releases were conducted in September-October 2015 in135

southern San Diego, California (Figure 1a) as part of the cross–surf-zone/inner-shelf dye136

exchange (CSIDE) field study on processes affecting cross-shore tracer exchange and the137

associated time and space scales at which they operate. Here, tracer evolution is eval-138

uated from a surf-zone release on 08 Oct. 2015, located roughly 1 km North of Impe-139
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rial Beach (IB). The study domain origin (x, y) = (0, 0) is centered on the surf-zone tracer140

release (magenta, Figure 1), with the y-coordinate roughly alongshore oriented near the141

release and to within 1◦ of true North. The positive upward vertical coordinate is de-142

fined with z = 0 at mean sea level (MSL). The 3.84 h duration mid-surf-zone tracer143

release began early morning, at tr = 05:18 PDT, and observations are presented rela-144

tive to the time since release start T = (t− tr) in hours. A total of 113.6 L of 21.49%145

Rhodamine WT fluorescent dye solution, or total dye mass M ≈ 2.44 × 107 ppb m3
146

(ppb=parts per billion), was pumped via a medical-grade peristaltic pump at a rate of147

≈ 0.5 L min−1 at a fixed position with water depth 0.5 ± 0.25 m. For reference, uni-148

formly distributing the total dye mass across a 100 m wide surf-zone with constant beach149

slope of 0.02 and over 2.5 km alongshore would result in a surf-zone concentration of ≈150

98 ppb.151

Shorenormal Coordinates:152

At alongshore scales > 1 km, the coastline curves monotonically from west fac-153

ing offshore in IB (x = 0, y = −1 km; Figure 1a) to south facing offshore at the San154

Diego Bay entrance (x = −9, y = 10 km). To simplify presentation and analysis, ob-155

servations are transformed to a quasi-shorenormal coordinate system using the smooth156

MSL-contour as a baseline. Results are not sensitive to changes in the coordinate trans-157

formation details. The 2012 NOAA San Diego, CA 1/3 arc-second coastal digital ele-158

vation model1 is first convolved with a 100×100 m2 Hamming window to remove poorly159

resolved artifacts from the patch-work data, giving z = −h(x, y), the bathymetry (blues,160

h ≥ 0) and topography (greens, h < 0) shown in Figure 1. The MSL (h = 0) contour161

is extracted within 10 km of the tracer release by linearly interpolating between adja-162

cent points above and below MSL. The resulting discrete column vector of raw MSL co-163

ordinates, denoted (xmsl,ymsl), has an alongshore resolution of ≈ 10 m and the accom-164

panying alongshore averaged MSL beach slope β̄msl = 0.042. A second-order Butter-165

worth low-pass filter with ≈ 500 m cutoff is applied to (xmsl,ymsl) to remove rhythmic166

artifacts due to beach cusps, and then interpolated to 2 m alongshore resolution, giv-167

1 https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/metadata/geoportal/rest/metadata/item/gov.noaa.ngdc.mgg.dem:

3542/html#
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ing a smooth baseline curve (xb,yb). The baseline curves west for y > 0 with minimum168

radius of curvature rc ≈ 6.5 km.169

Observations are mapped from physical space (x, y) to shorenormal coordinates (x̃, ỹ)170

by first locating the index i of the nearest point on the baseline curve (xb,yb). The cross-171

shore coordinate x̃ is taken as minus the distance from (x, y) to (xb,i, yb,i), x̃ = −‖(x, y)−172

(xb,i, yb,i)‖. The origin of the quasi-shorenormal system (x̃, ỹ) = (0, 0) corresponds to173

the point on the baseline curve nearest the tracer release physical location (x, y) = (0, 0),174

giving transformed release coordinates x̃ ≈ −40 m and ỹ = 0. The along-shore coor-175

dinate ỹ is measured as the distance along the baseline from the origin. Alongshore length176

scales are slightly dilated (< 8% for x̃ ≥ −500 m) by the transformation due to the177

MSL curvature. An example of the coordinate mapping applied to remote aerial imagery178

derived surface dye D is shown in Figure 1b-c.179

2.2 Data Sources180

Various fixed and mobile in situ and remote sensing platforms were used to mea-181

sure experimental physical conditions and tracer evolution. In the surf-zone, dye con-182

centration and temperature were measured at 1-Hz using several Wetlab Eco-Triplet flu-183

orometers and either an internal thermistor or co-mounted Sea-Bird-39 thermistor, re-184

spectively. The surf-zone tracer D and temperature T measurements are 30 min bin-averaged185

and the associated bin-standard deviation are displayed as either shading or error-bars.186

Surf-zone D is also corrected for bubble and turbidity induced fluorescent signal quench-187

ing; the resulting minimum detection level is ≈ 1 ppb (Clark et al., 2009). Surf-zone in-188

struments were moved up/down the beachface over the tidal cycle to maintain mid-surf-189

zone position and ensure that sensors remained submerged throughout wave-induced wa-190

ter level changes, which resulted in some low-tide data gaps.191

On the inner-shelf, temperature moorings and current meters were deployed in depths192

varying from 8 to 30 m from early Sept. to mid-Oct. Here, depth-averaged alongshore193

currents are presented from two acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP): a 1.2-MHz194

RDI-Workhorse 4-beam ADCP in 12 m depth (WH, Figure 1a-b) and a 1-MHz Nortek195

Aquadopp 3-beam ADCP adjacent to a Wirewalker wave-powered profiler with Sea-Bird-196

49 conductivity-temperature-depth sensor in 13 m depth (WW, Figure 1a-b). The depth-197

averaged inner-shelf currents are also low-pass filtered with a 30-min moving window.198
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The WW ADCP pressure record is used to estimate surface water level record η(t) by199

first removing the > 1 month mean pressure and then converted from mean-water level200

elevation to MSL using the nearby NOAA tide-gauge (9410170) in San Diego Bay. Inner-201

shelf vessel based alongshore T and D transects were conducted using a towed array of202

5 Eco-triplets sampling at 1-Hz between 1 and 6 m subsurface (TA, Figure 1b-c). The203

inner-shelf alongshore transect observations are low-pass filtered to remove variability204

on time-scales < 30 s, or < 18 m based on the average vessel speed 0.6 m s−1, then lin-205

early interpolated in the vertical between instruments. Surface dye concentration D and206

relative temperature T ′ were also measured remotely using the modular aerial sensing207

system (MASS; Melville et al., 2016). Grimes, Feddersen, Giddings, and Pawlak (2020)208

give a more detailed description of the full experimental array.209

2.3 MASS Processing Algorithms210

Remotely Derived Dye Concentration211

The MASS hyperspectral imagery is used to estimate near-surface tracer concen-212

tration. Approximately 1 km wide cross-shore by > 5 km long alongshore transects were213

flown every 3 to 8 min over 5 ≤ T < 12.5, except for 2 h mid-day for refueling/resupplying.214

MASS spectral radiance measurements (denoted r(λ) in mW (cm2 str nm)−1 from 400-990 nm215

in 126 bands) are first mapped from physical (x, y) to transformed (x̃, ỹ) coordinates and216

bin-averaged to 10 m alongshore by 2 m cross-shore resolution. Fluorescent tracer in-217

tensity (I) is estimated from r(λ) using the ratio of the average radiance in the Rhodamine218

WT fluorescence emission wavelength band 585 ≤ λa ≤ 590 nm to the absorption band219

552 ≤ λa ≤ 562 nm,220

I =
r̄(λe)

r̄(λa)
, (1)

where the over-bar implies averaging over the respective wavelength band. The remote221

intensity I(x, y, t) measurements are calibrated to in situ tracer concentration (ppb) us-222

ing co-aligned near-surface personal water-craft D(x, y, t) measurements. Following Clark223

et al. (2014), a linear relationship between remote tracer intensity (I) and in situ con-224

centration (D) is assumed, i.e.,225

D0(x, y) = mI(x, y) + b, (2)

where slope (m) and intercept (b) minimize the squared error between personal water-226

craft D measurements and the remote estimate D0 averaged over a 7 m radius. As I(x, y, t)227
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is a measure of the fluorescence within the optical depth, there is potential sensitivity228

to tracer vertical structure, which are not considered here. Hereafter, all references to229

remotely sensed dye concentration imply a near-surface averaged concentration. The hy-230

perspectral D0 algorithm (1)-(2) is sensitive to water optical properties (e.g., turbidity)231

and foam, which vary strongly in the cross-shore (x̃). A mean cross-shore distribution232

of background tracer signal is determined using cross-shore D0(x̃) transects from 17 passes233

at dye-free alongshore locations. The average background concentration profile, denoted234

Db(x̃), is approximately constant at 2.5 ppb in the surf-zone (x̃ ' −100 m) and rapidly235

decays to < 0.5 ppb for x̃ ≤ −200 m (not shown). The alongshore uniform background236

concentration is removed from all remote tracer estimates prior to analysis, i.e., D(x̃, ỹ) =237

D0(x̃, ỹ)−Db(x̃).238

Remotely Derived Shoreline Location and Surf-zone Boundary:239

The MASS derived D maps are affected by turbidity, foam and wetted sand. In240

addition to removing the cross-shore dependent bias Db(x̃), masks are applied to both241

land and surf-zone regions. The normalized difference water index (N ) is used to sep-242

arate water pixels from land pixels, where243

N =
(r̄(λIR)− r̄(λG))

(r̄(λIR) + r̄(λG))
, (3)

uses green band 455 ≤ λG ≤ 485 nm and near-infrared band 850 ≤ λIR ≤ 880 nm244

spectral reflectance (e.g., Vos et al., 2019). Land pixels have characteristic N > 0, whereas245

water pixels typically have N < −0.5 (beige and blue, respectively; Figure 2a). Break-246

ing wave foam has variable N , typically ranging from −0.5 to −0.2 (white streaks, Fig-247

ure 2a). Here, the land/water threshold is fixed at N = −0.2. The resulting raw in-248

stantaneous shoreline is smoothed using a 50 m wide alongshore window and hereafter249

referred to as the shoreline and denoted x̃sl(ỹ, T ) (dashed, Figure 2a,c). For visualiza-250

tion purposes in D-maps, regions with x̃ > x̃sl are colored beige (e.g., Figure 2c).251

Surf-zone remote D estimates are strongly affected by breaking wave foam, which252

can cause false signals as large as 5 ppb and quench true signals by up to 100% (e.g., Clark253

et al., 2014). For this reason, regions of active wave breaking are identified and remote254

D is masked before displaying (e.g., Figures 2c). The spectrally integrated radiance (R,255

400-990 nm) is adjusted and scaled to form the unity-based normalized total radiance256
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Figure 2. Modular Aerial Sampling System (MASS) derived (a) normalized difference water

index N (3), (b) range-normalized total reflectance R (4), and (c) near-surface dye concentration

D (2) versus transformed cross- and alongshore coordinates (x̃, ỹ) at T =6.8 h. In (a) and (c) the

instantaneous shoreline position (N= − 0.2) is indicated with a black dashed line. In (b) and (c)

the offshore edge of active wave breaking (R=0.17) is denoted with a black dotted line. In (c),

the surf-zone dye (between dotted and dashed lines) is shown with 50% transparency and note

the different cross-shore domain in a)-b) −300 ≤ x̃ ≤ 50 m and c) −500 ≤ x̃ ≤ 50 m where

the thick black/white dashed line denotes x̃= − 300 m. Bathymetry contours are drawn at 2 m

intervals beginning at 4 m depth.
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R,257

R =
(R−min{R})

(max{R} −min{R}) , (4)

where the maximum and minimum operators are restricted to in-water pixels (where N <258

−0.2). Surf-zone foam from breaking waves enhances albedo and total reflected radiance259

(e.g., Frouin et al., 1996; Sinnett & Feddersen, 2016), increasing surf-zone R by roughly260

a factor of 6 relative to offshore (not shown). As such, the dark streaks in Figure 2b are261

well defined maxima, whereas these regions have intermediate N (white streaks) in Fig-262

ure 2a. Here, a fixed threshold R = 0.17 is used to isolate breaking wave foam, which263

assuming foam is spectrally white roughly corresponds to an albedo of ≈ 0.12, slightly264

less than the Sinnett and Feddersen (2016) estimate of mean surf-zone albedo of 0.15.265

The offshore contour bounding R > 0.17 is smoothed using a 250 m wide alongshore266

window to connect individual breaking waves and hereafter referred to as the surf-zone267

boundary and denoted x̃sz(ỹ, T ) (dotted, Figure 2b-c). The surf-zone width is LSZ(ỹ, T ) =268

x̃sl− x̃sz, the difference between the shoreline (x̃sl) and surf-zone (x̃sz) boundaries. In269

the surf-zone, remotely-sensed D absolute concentration and spatial gradients (relative270

concentration) do not necessarily reflect in situ surf-zone D variability. To de-emphasize271

remote D estimates in the surf-zone, pixels between the shoreline and surf-zone bound-272

ary are displayed with 50% transparency (e.g., Figure 2c).273

3 Experiment Results and Observations274

3.1 Experimental Conditions275

Experiment winds were typical of a diurnal sea/land-breeze pattern, with early morn-276

ing offshore-directed speeds of ≈ 2 m s−1 becoming onshore-directed with speeds of ≈277

5 m s−1 in the afternoon (e.g., Figure 3a). Inner-shelf water level η at WW varied by278

≈ 1 m semi-diurnally (black, Figure 3b), and the tracer release (magenta bar) spanned279

the transition from rising to falling tide. An N -derived water level variation ηsl is con-280

sistent with observed tidally induced variations (blue, Figure 3b), estimated from the281

temporal variation in alongshore averaged shoreline position x̄sl,282

ηsl = β̄sl(x̄sl − x̄sl,0), (5)

where the over-bar (̄·) indicates an alongshore average over > 4 km, and the best fit mean283

shoreline position and shoreline beach slope are x̄sl,0 = −29 m and β̄sl = 0.0395, re-284

spectively. Error-bars indicate the uncertainty in ηsl, quantified as the ratio, σsl/Ndof ,285
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Figure 3. Time-series relative to time since release start T of a) wind velocity vectors from

the TRNERR MET station, b) near-shore water-level record η (black) from pressure sensor at

WW, c) off-diagonal component of radiations stress-tensor Sxy/ρ (blue) estimated from CDIP

buoy, and d) The depth averaged alongshore currents from locations WW (yellow) and WH

(cyan); see Figure 1. In a) vectors are colored based on the local solar time (LST) in hours. Also

in b) are water-level estimates based on inversion of the N derived shoreline evolution (5; blue

dots) for north-bound flights, with vertical line-segments indicating uncertainty (±σsl/
√
Neff). In

c) Sxy/ρ is rotated based on the release location shoreline orientation and Sxy/ρ > 0 indicates

northward surf-zone current forcing. In d) depth-averaged ṽ < 0 indicates a southward inner-shelf

current. Also indicated in a)-d) are mid-night (vertical solid lines) and mid-day (vertical dashed

line), the tracer release period (magenta), surf-zone sampling period (purple), and the times of all

MASS passes (green, bottom) with green vertical-dotted lines at the times shown in Figure 4.
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of shoreline alongshore standard-deviation σsl ≈ 10 m and number of degrees of free-286

dom Ndof = Ly/Lø, with the y-domain length Ly ≈ 9 km and x̃sl-decorrelation length287

Lø ≈ 1.8 km. The simple ηsl algorithm neglects variations in wave induced swash and288

setup, but similarity between η and ηsl suggest these effects are limited and that the N -289

derived x̃sl algorithm is identifying a consistent perceptual land/water interface.290

Over 0 ≤ T ≤ 24 h, the offshore CDIP (Figure 1a) significant wave-height var-291

ied weakly Hs ≈ 0.84 ± 0.05 m (not shown). Based on the remotely derived shoreline292

x̃sl and surf-zone boundary x̃sz, the time- and alongshore-averaged surf-zone width L̄SZ =293

77.3± 2.3 m, was relatively constant in time, with ỹ-averaged t-standard deviation of294

2.25 m. The t-averaged ỹ-standard deviation of LSZ was σsz = 12 m, implying that wave295

breaking was predominately confined to x̃ > −(L̄SZ + 2σsz) ≈ 100 m, and hereafter296

LSZ = 100 m is used for the surf-zone width. The off-diagonal component of the radi-297

ation stress tensor Sxy/ρ, oriented to the shoreline angle at the release, was relatively298

constant early 0 ≤ T ≤ 8 h (Figure 3c), but later increased by a factor of ≈ 2 due to299

steepening of the incident wave angle (not shown). Positive Sxy/ρ corresponds to waves300

incident from a southerly direction (south-swell) forcing positive-ỹ surf-zone currents.301

In contrast, the inner-shelf depth-averaged alongshore currents at WW and WH were302

negative (southward, Figure 3d), varying between ≈ 0.05 and 0.10 m s−1. Thus indi-303

cating cross-shore shear in the alongshore currents and implying differential surf-zone304

and inner-shelf alongshore tracer transport.305

3.2 Surf-zone and Inner-shelf Descriptive Tracer Evolution306

The overall observed tracer evolution is first described qualitatively using the remotely-307

sensed (i.e., MASS) D (Figure 4), and in situ inner-shelf alongshore D and T transects308

(Figure 5) and surf-zone D time-series (Figure 6). When remote sampling began, at T =309

5 h, the surf-zone released tracer had already spread offshore to x̃ ≈ −800 m near the310

release and spanned roughly 4 km alongshore within the surf-zone (Figure 4a). At this311

time, surf-zone tracer is entirely north of the release location owing to northward surf-312

zone transport Sxy/ρ > 0 (Figure 3c).313

In the region ỹ < 2 km for 5 < T < 7 h, the inner-shelf plume narrowed in the314

cross-shore by up to ≈ 300 m. Grimes, Feddersen, Giddings, and Pawlak (2020) deter-315

mined the deformation was advection dominated by the local internal tide (IT) circu-316
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Figure 4. a)-d) Surface dye concentration D versus quasi-shorenormal coordinates (x̃, ỹ) for

a) T =5.1 h, b) T =6.9 h, c) T =9.95 h, and d) T =11.7 h, corresponding to the green vertical-

dotted lines in Figure 3. The MASS estimated northern inner-shelf plume front position ỹf (red

×’s). Note the D color scales decrease with T , with blue-to-magenta color transition at a)-c)

D=1 ppb and d) D=0.5 ppb. In a)-c) the depth-averaged alongshore current (cyan) is indicated

at WH (blue) with 5 cm s−1 increments indicated by a red dot. In c)-d) inner-shelf alongshore

north-bound (c) and south-bound (d) transects are shown in gray with the current vessel position

(black circle) and ±10 min highlighted in light green. Regions without data are gray, the region

between the break-point and shoreline (x̃sz ≤ x̃ ≤ x̃sl) is semi-transparent, and the region onshore

of the shoreline (x̃>x̃sl) is brown. Bathymetry contours drawn at 2 m intervals for h ≥ 4 m.
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lation, and was largely balanced by deepening of inner-shelf tracer. The IT cooling phase317

cross-shore exchange flow advected tracer offshore near-surface early, and then reversed318

around T = 5 h causing the observed deformation. Southward inner-shelf transport also319

increased in the afternoon (not shown), consistent with the observed increase in depth320

averaged alongshore current at WH (cyan, Figures 3d & 4a-c). Here, focus is restricted321

to the surf-zone/inner-shelf evolution predominately north of ỹ = 2 km.322

For T > 5 h, tracer was transported to the north in the surf-zone (ỹ ' 2 km)323

and to the south on the inner-shelf (ỹ < 2 km). The MASS derived northward plume324

progression was relatively steady. Note, there may a be time-lag between the arrival of325

surf-zone tracer at ỹ and the development of inner-shelf MASS D-signal, owing to cross-326

shore exchange time-scales. Northward progression is tracked using the northern inner-327

shelf plume front ỹf(T ) (red ×’s, Figure 4a-d), defined as the northern-most instance of,328

Dis(ỹ, T ) ≥ max{Dis}(ỹ)/20, where Dis(ỹ, T ) is the x̃sz − 75 m ≤ x̃ ≤ x̃sz cross-shore329

averaged remotely-sensed D(x̃, ỹ, T ) and max{·}(ỹ) is the ỹ-direction maximum oper-330

ator. As time increases from T = 5.1 to 11.7 h, max{Dis}(ỹ) decreases from 21 to 4 ppb,331

hence the decreasing color-ranges used in Figure 4a-d which can cause perceptive dif-332

ferences in the dye-signal at ỹf . The cross-shore averaged Dis has a minimum signal de-333

tection level of approximately 0.1 ppb, such that, when max{Dis}(ỹ) = 4 ppb the front334

position threshold max{Dis}(ỹ)/20 ≥ 0.2 ppb is detectable.335

At all times, inner-shelf remotely-sensed D within 1.5 km of the northward-propagating336

front ỹf is confined to x̃ > −400 m (Figure 4). The cross-shore widening with distance337

away from the northward propagating front ỹf is indicative of cross-shore exchange. The338

alongshore variation of inner-shelf remotely-sensed D, resembling billows, is indicative339

of rip-current ejections of dye-laden surf-zone water (e.g., Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2015).340

Inner-shelf in situ D was observed mid- to late-afternoon (9.7 < T < 12.5 h) along341

the two alongshore transects (Figure 4c,d and 5a,b), spanning 1.2-1.5 h each. At T =342

9.95 h, the vessel was northbound and located at x̃ ≈ −285 m and ỹ ≈ 2.7 km, roughly343

corresponding to the black circle in Figure 4c and black circle at the top of Figure 5a.344

During both northbound and southbound inner-shelf transects, D is alongshore patchy345

and predominately surface concentrated (z > −4 m), with decreasing occurrence and346

intensity with increasing ỹ. Regions with D ≥ 1 ppb generally coincide with vertical347

bands of warmer temperature fluid (Figure 5c-d). The D and T covariation results from348
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Figure 5. Inner-shelf alongshore transects of a)-b) dye concentration D and c)-d) tempera-

ture T versus alongshore coordinate ỹ (bottom) or time since release start T (top) and vertical

z. Left panels (a) and (c) correspond to the north-bound transect (Figure 4c); right panels (b)

and (d) correspond to the south-bound transect (Figure 4d). The yellow markers (left) indicate

instrument depths and the green bar (top) indicates the vessel position (±10 min) for D panels

in Figure 4c-d. Note in (b) and (d) T increases right-to-left due to the vessel trajectory. Gray

regions indicate missing data.
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the mid- to late-afternoon surf-zone being warmer than the inner-shelf due to strong so-349

lar heating (e.g., Grimes, Feddersen, Giddings, & Pawlak, 2020; Hally-Rosendahl et al.,350

2014). As in situ tracer is near-surface concentrated (Figure 5a-b), remotely-sensed D351

inner-shelf patterns are considered representative of the horizontal tracer distribution,352

although absolute concentrations differ from the alongshore transect because remotely-353

sensed D estimates are sensitive to D vertical structure and optical depth (which are not354

considered here). Considered jointly, the remote surface and in situ sub-surface D sug-355

gest the majority of tracer over ỹ > 2 km is confined to x̃ > −300 m up to ≈ 12 h356

after the start of tracer release.357

As surf-zone breaking wave foam masks remote D signal, surf-zone D evolution is358

analyzed using fixed instruments distributed alongshore between ỹ = 0.4 and 6.9 km359

(gray dots, Figure 4), and averaged over 30 min to remove variability due to combina-360

tion of very low-frequency currents and spatial tracer gradients. Near the tracer release,361

at ỹ = 0.4 km, tracer signal arrived prior to instrument deployment (Figure 6a). For362

T < 4.5 h, D was on average 65 ppb with a temporal maximum Dmax = max{D}(t) =363

90 ppb (teal diamond) and significant (≈ ±62 ppb) temporal variability (gray shading).364

The large variability of 30-minute D indicates that surf-zone horizontal tracer gradients365

were large at ỹ = 0.4 km, and we refer to this region as the near-field similar to Brown366

et al. (2019). Just before T = 5 h, the tracer signal rapidly decays, and we define the367

time of surf-zone plume passage Tp (red O) as the latest instance of D(T ) ≥ (1+Dmax/4),368

where the additional 1 ppb compensates for the surf-zone fluorometer minimum detec-369

tion level and the higher in situ Dmax/4 threshold buffers for increased temporal vari-370

ability. Results are not sensitive to the choice of remote and in situ threshold. After T =371

5 h, the D-signal falls below the minimum detection level and does not rise again, in-372

dicating that tracer advected offshore of this location by the IT (Grimes, Feddersen, Gid-373

dings, & Pawlak, 2020) early was not re-entrained into the surf-zone at measurable lev-374

els subsequent to the cross-shore deformation (Figure 4b-d).375

At ỹ = 1 km, D-signal increases at about T = 1 h, and the time of surf-zone plume376

front arrival (Tf ; green x, Figure 6b) is taken as the first instance of D(T ) ≥ (1+Dmax/4),377

analogous to Tp. Here, D variability is weaker (≈ ±18 ppb) relative to the maximum378

Dmax = 55 ppb (teal diamond, Figure 6b), indicating weaker surf-zone D gradients and379

ỹ > 1 km is termed the far-field. The D-signal time of passage Tp occurred some time380

during the low-tide data gap, before T = 7.5 h, and did not return at levels significantly381
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Figure 6. a)-f) Surf-zone (30-minute averaged) dye concentration D (black circles), with the

corresponding standard deviation (gray shading) versus time since start of tracer release T and

alongshore ỹ increasing bottom to top as indicated in each panel. Also indicated are the maxi-

mum concentration Dmax (teal diamond), the surf-zone plume concentration threshold (horizontal

dotted line) and corresponding arrival time Tf (green 4’s and vertical dotted lines) and passage

Tp (red O’s and vertical dotted lines) and assuming ±5% change in threshold (colored dots), and

the surf-zone fluorometer minimum detection level D = 1 ppb (dashed purple).
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Figure 7. a) Alongshore (ỹ) northern plume front location versus time since release start T

based on the surf-zone plume front arrival time Tf (green 4’s; see also Figure 6), the northern

inner-shelf plume front position ỹf (red ×’s), and estimated from observed wave forcing ỹmod
f

(blue dots). The green and red dashed lines are regressions using associated dots and forced

through the origin; the black solid line is the average vSZ≈0.18 m s−1. b) Maximum observed

surf-zone dye concentration Dmax (teal diamonds) with the corresponding 30-minute standard

deviation (error bars). c) Tracer signal temporal width W (gray diamonds) defined as the time-

difference between the up/down (red/green) triangles in Figure 6 and assuming ±5% change in

threshold (error bars).

above the minimum detection level (purple dashed line, Figure 6b). At increasing ỹ, the382

pattern of later front arrival Tf (green 4’s) and decreasing Dmax (teal diamonds) con-383

tinues, and D-signal temporal width W = Tp − Tf increases (separation of red/green384

x’s, Figure 6f). The shape of D time-series also evolve downstream: for ỹ < 2 km, D(T )385

resembles a top-hat, rapidly increasing and later rapidly decaying, whereas for ỹ > 2 km386

the signals become skewed, rapidly increasing and slowly tapering off.387

3.3 Quantitative Tracer Evolution388

Surf-zone alongshore tracer transport, dilution, and spreading are quantified us-389

ing defining features from the observed plume evolution. First, an alongshore tracer trans-390

port speed vSZ is estimated from the remotely derived northward plume front ỹf progres-391

sion (red ×’s, Figure 4), and the surf-zone D front arrival time Tf (green 4’s, Figure 6).392
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The best fit constant speed derived from ỹf is 0.185 m s−1 (red dashed, Figure 7a) and393

derived from Tf is 0.182 m s−1 (green dashed), giving a mean vSZ = 0.183 m s−1 (solid394

black). The plume progression based vSZ estimate assumes that alongshore transport is395

advection dominated (i.e., moderate Péclet number). A model for wave-driven surf-zone396

advective speed (vmod
SZ ) based on alongshore wave forcing balanced by linear drag is es-397

timated as,398

vmod
SZ ≈ Sxy/(ρLSZµ), (6)

where the radiation stress divergence occurs uniformly over the surf-zone width LSZ, and399

µ [m s−1] is a dimensional Rayleigh friction coefficient (e.g., Lentz et al., 1999; Fedder-400

sen et al., 2000). Least-squares fit between the observed mean tracer alonsghore trans-401

port speed vSZ ≈ 0.18 m s−1 and the offshore Sxy observed over 0 ≤ T ≤ 12 h results402

in best fit coefficient µ = 0.197/LSZ ≈ 2.5 × 10−3 m s−1, implying a surf-zone fric-403

tional time-scale of O(10 min) consistent with previous observations (Lentz et al., 1999;404

Feddersen et al., 2000). Time integrating (6) gives a wave estimated northern plume front405

position ỹmod
f that largely tracks the observed arrivals over T ≈ 10 h and ỹ ≈ 6 km406

(blue, Figure 7a). Thus, classic surf-zone alongshore momentum dynamics are applica-407

ble and effects of shoreline curvature are negligible over the scales considered herein.408

Exchange with the inner-shelf and alongshore mixing cause downstream decay in409

maximum concentration Dmax (Figures 6f and 7b), with Dmax decreasing from roughly410

90 ppb near the release to < 5 ppb at ỹ = 7 km. The associated e-folding length scale411

is roughly 1.6 km, and moving at constant speed vSZ corresponds to a time-scale ≈ 2.5 h.412

Similar to the maximum concentration, the 30-minute standard deviation at Dmax also413

decreases strongly with distance (error bars, Figure 7b). As the surf-zone observations414

have gaps, the tracer mass advected past each instrument cannot be determined. Instead,415

the D-signal temporal width, denoted W = Tp − Tf (Figures 6f and 7c), is used as a416

characteristic time-scale. At ỹ = 0, the release duration is assumed for the initial tem-417

poral width W0 = 3.84 h (magenta, Figure 7c). As distance/time from release increases,418

the width W increases roughly linearly, where the error bars indicate the effect of mod-419

ifying the thresholds in Tf and Tp by ±5%. Assuming a scale estimate for the time-integral420

of D proportional to (DmaxW), the observed W linear increase with ỹ and Dmax expo-421

nential decay imply that overall the tracer mass advected past a stationary observer de-422

cays exponentially downstream. Thus, exchange between the surf-zone and inner-shelf423
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1

Figure 8. Diagram of surf-zone/inner-shelf box model parameters: surf-zone cross-sectional

area ASZ onshore of x = −LSZ (black dashed), assuming constant beach slope dSZ/LSZ, and the

inner-shelf area AIS over −(LIS +LSZ)≤x̃<−LSZ for three different effective inner-shelf dye depths

dIS, illustrating a vertically well mixed inner-shelf dIS=dSZ(1 + LIS/LSZ) (vertical lines), stratified

surface plume dIS=dSZ (northwest lines above dotted gray), and an arbitrary intermediate value

dIS=1.8 dSZ (northeast lines above dotted black) which depends on LIS and AIS.

significantly decreases downstream surf-zone tracer mass, i.e., decreasing water quality424

impacts associated with point source pollution events.425

4 Coupled Surf-Zone/Inner-shelf Tracer Modeling426

The observed large-scale surf-zone tracer evolution is simulated and connected to427

underlying dynamics and physical mechanisms using a coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf box428

tracer model, analogous to fast/slow-zone decompositions applied to open channel flows429

(Elder, 1959; Chatwin, 1971; Chikwendu & Ojiakor, 1985). The model surf-zone depth430

and cross-shore averaged tracer concentration DSZ(ỹ, t) is defined as,431

DSZ(ỹ, t) = A−1
SZ

∫ 0

−LSZ

∫ 0

−h(x̃)

〈D(x̃, z, ỹ, t)〉dz dx̃, (7)

where 〈·〉 represents a Reynolds (time) average, and the surf-zone cross-sectional area432

is ASZ = dSZLSZ/2, assuming a surf-zone width LSZ = 100 m, surf-zone depth dSZ =433

2 m and planar bathymetry h(x̃) = −x̃ dSZ/LSZ (Figure 8). Model inner-shelf cross-sectional434

area-averaged tracer concentration (DIS) is similarly defined as,435

DIS(ỹ, t) = A−1
IS

∫ −LSZ

−(LIS+LSZ)

∫ 0

−min{h,dIS}
〈D(x̃, z, ỹ, t)〉dz dx̃ (8)
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where LIS and dIS define the geometry of the box model inner-shelf area AIS (Figure 8),436

from which tracer can readily re-entrain into the surf-zone. In this way, the inner-shelf437

is subdivided into a narrow region AIS that affects surf-zone tracer evolution and an outer438

inner-shelf region (offshore of x = −(LSZ + LIS) and below z = −dIS) that does not439

affect surf-zone tracer evolution on time-scales < 30 h. Hereafter, inner-shelf denotes440

the box model region AIS, unless otherwise noted.441

The inner-shelf cross-shore length-scale LIS is expected to depend on rip-current442

cross-shore extent, and is estimated to be 50 ≤ LIS < 200 m based on the remotely443

sensed surface D within ≈ 2 km of ỹf (red O, Figure 4). Variable inner-shelf dye depth444

dIS in (8) accounts for varying inner-shelf stratification, and its effect on the inner-shelf445

area AIS. If the inner-shelf is vertically well mixed, such that dIS = dSZ(1 + LIS/LSZ),446

then AIS = LISdSZ(1 + LIS/(2LSZ)) (vertical gray lines, Figure 8). If the inner-shelf is447

stratified, with a well mixed surface dye layer of depth dIS = dSZ and dye free lower layer,448

then AIS = LISdSZ (above the dotted gray, Figure 8). The afternoon observed near-surface449

intensified inner-shelf D suggests dIS ≈ 4 m (Figure 5a-b). Alternate inner-shelf plume450

configurations are possible but not considered herein, e.g., sub-surface or near bottom451

inner-shelf plume could result from dense surf-zone fluid relative to the adjoining inner-452

shelf. Parameters LIS and AIS will be estimated by optimizing an idealized tracer model453

simulation of surf-zone observations.454

To model dye evolution at the observed scales, the following tracer equations are455

used:456

∂DSZ

∂t
+ vSZ

∂DSZ

∂ỹ
= − kSZ(DSZ −DIS)︸ ︷︷ ︸

SZ/IS Exch.

+ Kỹỹ
∂2DSZ

∂ỹ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
SZ Shear-Disp.

+Q0δ(ỹ)Π(T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dye Rlse.

, (9)

∂DIS

∂t
+ vIS

∂DIS

∂ỹ
=

︷ ︸︸ ︷
γkSZ(DSZ −DIS) + kISDIS︸ ︷︷ ︸

IS Loss

, (10)

where vSZ = 0.18 m s−1 and vIS = 0.05 m s−1 are constant surf-zone and inner-shelf457

area-averaged alongshore velocities. Consistency between vSZ based on northward tracer458

transport and the radiation-stress based formulation vmod
SZ suggests an empirical vSZ for-459

mulation may also be used. The vIS estimate is the cross-sectional area average between460

vSZ at x = −100 m and the ≈ 12 m WH alongshore velocity (≈ −0.08 m s−1, Figures 3d461

and 4a-c), assuming the depth-averaged current varies linearly cross-shore. The tracer462

release is modeled as a delta-function, δ(ỹ), at ỹ = 0 and top-hat in time, i.e., Π(T ) =463
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1 for 0 < T ≤ W0, and Π(T ) = 0, otherwise. The constant source rate Q0 = M/(ASZ∆ỹW0) [ppb s−1]464

uniformly distributes the experiment total dye mass M [ppb m3] over the discrete surf-465

zone volume (ASZ∆ỹ), with alongshore resolution ∆ỹ = 16 m (< L̄SZ/4), and over the466

release duration W0 = 3.84 h.467

The first right hand side (RHS) term of (9) and (10) parameterizes surf-zone/inner-468

shelf tracer exchange (at x̃ = −LSZ), e.g., due to rip-currents, through a surf-zone ex-469

change rate kSZ by assuming the depth-integrated tracer flux depends on the difference470

in mean concentrations multiplied by an exchange velocity (e.g., Hally-Rosendahl et al.,471

2015),472

A−1
SZ uEXdSZ(DSZ −DIS) ≈ A−1

SZ

∫ 0

−dSZ

〈u(z, t)D(z, t)〉dz, (11)

where the integrand represents the Reynolds averaged advective tracer flux, and exchange473

velocity uEX quantifies the rip-current statistics (e.g., Boehm, 2003). The factor γ =474

ASZ/AIS in (10) accounts for the difference in cross-sectional area. The resulting surf-zone475

exchange rate kSZ has the form,476

kSZ ∝ uEX/LSZ, (12)

and based on a previous field surf-zone/inner-shelf tracer experiment in similar condi-477

tions uEX is anticipated to be O(1 cm s−1) (Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2015), giving kSZ ∼478

10−4 s−1.479

Using similar arguments, the last term of (10) uses an inner-shelf exchange rate kIS480

to parameterize tracer losses at x̃ = −(LIS+LSZ) (vertical dashed gray line, Figure 8)481

and through vertical mixing at z = −dIS (dotted horizontal lines, Figure 8). Assum-482

ing a vertically well-mixed inner-shelf area (vertical solid lines, Figure 8), kIS is also pro-483

portional to an exchange velocity and inverse length-scale (i.e., L−1
IS ). As rip-current in-484

duced cross-shore exchange potential decreases with distance offshore of the surf-zone485

(e.g., Suanda & Feddersen, 2015), it is anticipated that kIS < kSZ, however other inner-486

shelf processes like nonlinear internal waves and baroclinic exchange flows can contribute487

to kIS.488

The second RHS term in (9) represents surf-zone shear dispersion, accounting for489

covariance between the perturbation tracer concentration D′(x̃, z, ỹ, t) = D−DSZ and490

sheared alongshore velocity v′(x̃, z, ỹ, t) = v − vSZ,491

Kỹỹ
∂2DSZ

∂ỹ2
≈ A−1

SZ

∂

∂ỹ

[∫ 0

−LSZ

∫ 0

−h(x̃)

〈v′(x, z, t)D′(x, z, t)〉dz dx

]
. (13)
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where the approximation assumes the observed vSZ is constant and well represented, v′492

statistics are stationary, and that both are alongshore uniform. Thus, the LHS of (13)493

is analogous to the asymptotic behavior of tracers in channel and pipe flow (Taylor, 1954;494

Spydell & Feddersen, 2012a). Surf-zone shear dispersion is generally scaled as Kỹỹ ∼495

v2
SZL

2
SZ/Kx̃x̃ (Spydell & Feddersen, 2012b; Spydell et al., 2009) based on the cross-shore496

diffusivity Kx̃x̃ induced by horizontal eddies (vertical vorticity, e.g., Clark et al., 2010).497

A constant surf-zone shear dispersion coefficient Kỹỹ = 5 m2 s−1 is used, based on ≤498

1 h surf-zone drifter releases in similar surf-zone alongshore currents O(15 cm s−1) (e.g., Spy-499

dell et al., 2009), implying a relatively short Lagrangian (diffusive) time-scale of Kỹỹ/v
2
SZ ≈500

2.5 min (Spydell & Feddersen, 2012b).501

The coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf tracer model (9) and (10) is solved numerically502

on a discrete alongshore domain −4 < ỹ < 8 km with ∆ỹ = 16 m resolution. Equa-503

tions were discretized using a second-order accurate flux-limiting upwind difference scheme504

for advection terms (Roe, 1986), a second-order accurate centered difference scheme for505

the diffusive term, and time-stepped using a first-order scheme. A time step of ∆t =506

12 s was used, well below the Courant (vSZ∆t/∆ỹ ≤ 1) and Fourier (Kỹỹ∆t/∆ỹ2 ≤507

1/2) stability criteria. Diffusive and dispersive numerical errors can affect propagating508

signals in regions of large alongshore tracer gradients (i.e., near the release) and gener-509

ally increase with the size of ∆ỹ and ∆t. However, scale estimates for the numerical dif-510

fusion coefficient in surf-zone is negligible relative to Kỹỹ and is < 0.5 m2 s−1 on the inner-511

shelf. Moreover, results are not sensitive to ∆ỹ variations between 10 m and 80 m or us-512

ing either a first-order or second-order upwind-biased numerical advection scheme.513

There are 6 model parameters, {vSZ, vIS,Kỹỹ, kSZ, kIS, γ}, and {vSZ, vIS,Kỹỹ} were514

estimated from the observations and held constant. The remaining three parameters {kSZ, kIS, γ}515

were optimized via iterative search to minimize the signal-variance normalized squared-516

error ε between the observed D and modeled DSZ,517

ε =
∑
ỹ

(D −DSZ)2
(t)
σ−2

D , (14)

with signal variance,518

σ2
D(ỹ) = D2

(t)
,

where (·)(t)
indicates the time average. The surf-zone/inner-shelf exchange rate kSZ was519

varied by a factor of 2 from 7×10−5 to 1.5×10−4 s−1 at 1×10−5 s−1 intervals, whereas520

the inner-shelf exchange rate kIS was varied between 2×10−5 and 9×10−5 s−1. To de-521
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Figure 9. a)-f) Surf-zone dye concentration D from observations (black circles, gray shading;

see Figure 6) and DSZ (solid red curves) modeled using optimal parameters, versus shifted time

(T −ỹ/vSZ) and alongshore ỹ (increasing bottom to top as indicated in each panel). Modeled

inner-shelf concentration DIS (dashed red) is shown at each instrument location. Also indicated

is the surf-zone plume concentration threshold (dotted black) and surf-zone fluorometer minimum

detection level D=1 ppb (dashed purple).
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Figure 10. a) Observed maximum surf-zone dye concentration Dmax (teal diamonds) and

modeled using optimized parameters (red dots, full SZ/IS), the no-recirculation case with γ=0

(blue squares, IS sink), and surf-zone shear dispersion case with kSZ=0 (orange squares, SZ shear)

versus alongshore ỹ. b) Tracer signal duration W versus ỹ for observations (gray diamonds) and

models (same markers) with corresponding ±5% threshold change (error bars) for observations

(black) and the fully coupled model (red).

termine AIS, the ratio of surf-zone to inner-shelf area γ was varied between 0.125 and522

0.8 by varying LIS in increments of 0.125LSZ using the vertically well mixed formalism523

(vertical gray lines, Figure 8). Using the stratified definition of dIS as an upper bound524

on LIS, the optimal AIS = ASZ/γ implies LIS ≤ ASZ/(γdSZ) (north west sloping lines,525

Figure 8). At each iteration of {kSZ, kIS, γ}, the model solution DSZ was interpolated to526

the far-field observations (ỹ > 1 km, Figure 6c-f). Estimate of ε(kSZ, kIS, γ) was restricted527

to D > 1.5 ppb and times (T − ỹ/vSZ) ≤ 15 h, limiting the influence of surf-zone tur-528

bidity spikes on errors.529

The resulting set of parameters with minimum ε ≈ 0.1, or standard-error (σDε) ≈530

1 ppb, are,531

kSZ = (1.2± 0.3)× 10−4 [s−1]

kIS = (5.0± 2.8)× 10−5 [s−1]

γ = 0.33± 0.09,
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where uncertainties are based on the estimated curvature of ε(kSZ, kIS, γ), e.g., (∂2ε/∂k2
SZ)−1/2 =532

0.3×10−4 s−1, etc. There were no other (local) minima within the parameter ranges.533

The optimized model DSZ curves (solid red, Figure 9) generally reproduce the observed534

surf-zone D time-series up to ỹ ≈ 7 km. Time-series are displayed using a shifted time535

coordinate (T − ỹ/vSZ), based on the estimated plume arrival time (ỹ/vSZ).536

In the near-field, ỹ ≤ 1 km, both observed D and modeled DSZ decay prior to roughly537

(T −ỹ/vSZ) = 5 h and remain low following the plume passage (Figure 9a). The model538

curves are smooth as DSZ represents Reynolds averaged (time-averaged) bin-mean tracer539

evolution. At ỹ = 1 km, both also resemble an approximate top-hat (Figure 9b), rapidly540

increasing then leveling for approximately 2 h before decaying. In the far-field ỹ > 1 km,541

the signals develop similar skewness, with relatively long-temporal tails (Figure 9c-f).542

The optimized model DIS curves (dashed red) at each location lag DSZ owing to the ex-543

change time-scale k−1
SZ ≈ 2.3 h. As the surf-zone/inner-shelf exchange terms in (9)-(10)544

are proportional to (DSZ−DIS), the DSZ skewness is due to the lagged DIS arrival and545

the time period when DIS > DSZ, corresponding to net tracer transport from the inner-546

shelf to the surf-zone (i.e., recirculation). Model parameter γ = 0.33 implies a strati-547

fied upper limit LIS ≤ ASZ/(γdSZ) = 150 m, suggesting the model inner-shelf region548

spans −250 ≤ x̃ < −100 m. Sparse in situ measurements of tracer vertical structure549

D(z) over this region prevents the use of remotely sensed D(x̃, ỹ, t) for quantitative as-550

sessment of modeled inner-shelf dye DIS. At long-times, the far-field model DSZ curves551

fall below the minimum detectable signal level before the surf-zone instruments. How-552

ever, in situ measurements ≤ 1 ppb are likely due to noise. Overall, the signals are con-553

sistent, with the D-signal arrival occurring near (T − ỹ/vSZ) = 0.554

The bulk surf-zone D and DSZ statistics are also consistent (diamonds versus red555

dots, Figure 10). Overall, the decay in maximum concentration Dmax are very similar,556

both exhibiting an exponential-like decay with alongshore decay length scale ≈ 1.6 km557

(teal and red, Figure 10a). The roughly 15 ppb difference in near-field maximum con-558

centration (ỹ = 0.4 km) suggests the near-field surf-zone is not well mixed. The mod-559

eled dye release instantaneously mixes across the surf-zone, giving DSZ(ỹ = 0) ∼M/(ASZ∆ỹW) ≈560

96 ppb, whereas if the near-field is not well mixed (i.e., distributed over cross-sectional561

area < ASZ) then mid-surf-zone in situ D measurements may overestimate the surf-zone562

cross-sectional area averaged concentration. The increasing downstream signal width W563

is similar for both observed D and modeled DSZ (Figure 10b). At ỹ = 1 km, modeled564
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and observed W are between 4 and 5 h. The signal width W increases to ≈ 10 h at ỹ =565

7 km. The larger model W at ỹ = 5.2 km is due to a dip in observed D(T ) over 7 ≤566

(T − ỹ/vSZ) ≤ 10 h (Figure 9e).567

5 Discussion568

5.1 The Inner-shelf Reservoir and Recirculation569

The rapid downstream (y) decay in surf-zone maximum concentration Dmax and570

the far-field (y > 1 km) long-duration tracer signal following passage of the maximum571

concentration, increasing the signal width W, are well represented by the model (Fig-572

ures 9a-f & Figure 10a-b). To determine which model terms, and thereby which mech-573

anism, contribute to these aspects of the tracer evolution, two modified tracer evolution574

equations are examined. First, is a no-recirculation scenario with surf-zone tracer evo-575

lution equation,576

∂D
(1)
SZ

∂t
+ vSZ

∂D
(1)
SZ

∂ỹ
= −k(1)

SZ D
(1)
SZ +Kỹỹ

∂2D
(1)
SZ

∂ỹ2
+Q0δ(ỹ)Π(T ), (15)

where k
(1)
SZ = 3kSZ/4 is reduced from the optimized parameter used in (9). Equation577

(15) is essentially equivalent to the fully coupled model (9) and (10) with γ = 0, thereby578

making the inner-shelf a perfect sink and neglecting recirculation (DIS(ỹ, t) = 0 for all579

time). For consistency, the no-recirculation model (15) was discretized and time-stepped580

as discussed in section 4.581

In comparison to the fully coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf model with optimized pa-582

rameters (red, Figure 10a), the no-recirculation scenario captures the decay in maximum583

concentration Dmax with increasing ỹ (blue, Figure 10a). The modified k
(1)
SZ = 3kSZ/4584

was determined by minimizing the y-averaged relative error in Dmax, and is reduced be-585

cause the optimized kSZ over-estimates the decay in Dmax for the no-recirculation sce-586

nario. In contrast to Dmax, the far-field no-recirculation signal width W (blue) differs587

significantly from the fully coupled model (red, Figure 10b); the fully coupled W increases588

continuously (red) while the no-recirculation W decreases after ỹ = 4 km (blue). Both589

the reduced k
(1)
SZ and decreasing W result from assuming the inner-shelf region is a per-590

fect tracer sink. In the fully coupled model, the inner-shelf acts as a reservoir storing tracer591

that is later recirculated into the surf-zone due to differential advection (vSZ 6= vIS), caus-592

ing the fully coupled W to increase. Thus, the finite cross-shore extent of inner-shelf tracer593
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plume (i.e., γ 6= 0), which results in recirculation, is a fundamental component of the594

observed surf-zone tracer evolution.595

Strong cross-shore shear in the surf-zone alongshore current can also cause increas-596

ing downstream W, and we evaluate this mechanism using an enhanced surf-zone shear-597

dispersion scenario, with evolution equation,598

∂D
(2)
SZ

∂t
+ vSZ

∂D
(2)
SZ

∂ỹ
= K

(2)
ỹỹ

∂2D
(2)
SZ

∂ỹ2
+Q0δ(ỹ)Π(T ), (16)

where K
(2)
ỹỹ = 10Kỹỹ was determined by minimizing the y-averaged relative error in W.599

Equation (16) is essentially equivalent to the fully coupled model (9) and (10) with kSZ =600

0, i.e., no surf-zone/inner-shelf exchange. In the surf-zone shear-dispersion scenario, the601

Dmax decay is not well represented (orange, Figure 10a). This is partially due to the tracer602

release having a top-hat structure in time, which due to strong surf-zone advection leads603

to a broad alongshore region with roughly constant D
(2)
SZ ∼M/(ASZvSZW0), thereby de-604

creasing the effectiveness of shear dispersion in reducing Dmax. The signal width W at605

long-distances, over 4 ≤ ỹ ≤ 7 km (orange, Figure 10b), is better relative to the no-606

recirculation scenario (blue), but over estimates W near the release due to the rapid along-607

shore spreading following the step-like or discontinuous release start. To roughly match608

the fully coupled W growth, an anomalously large K
(2)
ỹỹ = 10Kỹỹ was required, indi-609

cating intra-surf-zone shear dispersion is not a physically plausible explanation for the610

growing W.611

The surf-zone only shear-dispersion model failure to reproduce the observed plume612

evolution is consistent with previous observations of dispersion in rivers and estuaries613

(e.g., Chatwin & Allen, 1985), indicating the physical assumptions of the 1D asymp-614

totic dispersion model are violated (e.g., Young & Jones, 1991). Here, the inter-surf-615

zone/inner-shelf exchange and recirculation, combined with differential advection, can616

be considered as a type of shear dispersion across both surf-zone/inner-shelf regions. As617

inner-shelf mixing strength is weaker than the surf-zone, the time-scale for inner-shelf618

retention is long, and does not satisfy the theoretical asymptotic requirements. It is pos-619

sible to achieve comparable Dmax decay and W growth by adjusting both Kỹỹ and k
(1)
SZ620

in (15). However, the required larger model Kỹỹ induces a downstream phase shift (ear-621

lier Tf and Tp, not shown), resulting in larger ε, and does not reproduce the signal skew-622

ness (long temporal tails). The skill of the fully coupled model indicates that accurately623

forecasting surf-zone tracer evolution on the time-scales considered here (1-30 h) requires624
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a priori knowledge of the surf-zone and inner-shelf alongshore tracer transport (vSZ &625

vIS), the relative scales of the surf-zone and inner-shelf (γ), and the exchange rates (kSZ626

and kIS). On longer time-scales, additional consideration for contributions to kIS from627

inner-shelf processes are likely needed.628

In this study, the fully coupled model parameter ranges were well constrained us-629

ing observations, and are relatively consistent with existing empirical scalings. For ex-630

ample, the radiation stress based estimate vmod
SZ (blue, Figure 7a) was similar to the tracer631

derived estimates, with best-fit Rayleigh drag coefficient µ ≈ 2.5×10−3 m s−1 compa-632

rable to previous estimates from field observations (Feddersen et al., 1998; Lentz et al.,633

1999). Similarly, the surf-zone exchange rate kSZ ∼ uEX/LSZ, was similar to previous634

estimates of uEX ≈ 1 cm s−1 in similar conditions (e.g., Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2015).635

Similar long-range observations of shoreline tracer evolution under varying conditions636

are necessary to examine whether the coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf model and scalings637

are generalizable. The cross shore decay of TRC-induced uEX is self-similar in models638

(Suanda & Feddersen, 2015), depending on incident wave and beach conditions, suggest-639

ing that TRC contributions to inner-shelf scales LIS, or AIS and kIS are related to wave640

and beach parameters. However, these inner-shelf parameters also include contributions641

from many processes distinct from the surf-zone, like winds, alongshore pressure gradi-642

ents, internal waves, among others. Some of these aspects will be discussed in more de-643

tail next.644

5.2 Processes Affecting Inner-shelf Tracer Evolution645

Inner-shelf tracer evolution is affected by various processes ranging from surf-zone646

origin transient rip-currents (Hally-Rosendahl et al., 2015) to stratified dynamics, such647

as internal waves (Omand et al., 2011; Grimes, Feddersen, Giddings, & Pawlak, 2020)648

and cross-shore buoyancy gradients (Grimes, Feddersen, & Kumar, 2020; Moulton et al.,649

2021). However, the fully-coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf tracer model does not distinguish650

between specific process contributions to γ or kIS; nor whether the inner-shelf region is651

vertically well mixed or stratified (cross-hatch patterns in Figure 8). Here, morning and652

afternoon (t1 = 11:27 and t2 = 15:36 local time, respectively) remotely sensed inner-653

shelf dye D(x̃, ty) and surface perturbation temperature T ′(x̃, ỹ) are combined with in654

situ D(z) and T (z) profiles to illustrate some affects of stratified inner-shelf processes655

on tracer evolution (Figure 11).656
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Figure 11. Remotely sensed (a,c) D(x̃, ỹ) and (b,d) long-wave infrared (LWIR) derived

relative temperature T ′(x̃, ỹ), relative to the alongshore and −250≤x̃≤−200 m average, at

local times (a,b) t1=11:27 and (c,d) t2=15:36. Alongshore ỹ domains are roughly centered

on ỹ=ỹf−1.5 km, corresponding to the front position ỹf one surf-zone flushing period ear-

lier k−1
SZ =2.3 h, or vSZ/kSZ=1.5 km (Figures 4 and 7a). Color scales a) ∆D=20 ppb and c)

∆D=10 ppb account for decreasing downstream Dmax (Figure 7b); and LWIR temperature T ′ is

relative to the −250≤x̃≤−200 m and 1 km alongshore average and color scales b) ∆T=0.15 ◦C

and d) ∆T=0.4 ◦C account for increasing surf-zone/inner-shelf temperature anomaly. Vertical

profiles of 5 min averaged inner-shelf e) T (z) and f) non-dimensional D(z)/∆D. Solid verti-

cal profiles are averaged along the green segments (a-d), and transparent shading indicates ±1

standard deviation from the mean. At the top of a) are the alongshore averaged surf-zone tem-

perature ranges over the k−1
SZ =2.3 h period prior to t1 (blue) and t2 (red), respectively.
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Remotely sensed D and T ′ domains are roughly centered vSZ/kSZ = 1.5 km south657

of ỹf (red ×, Figure 4), i.e., the location of the northward propagating front ỹf one surf-658

zone flushing period k−1
SZ ≈ 2.3 h prior. The shifted domain concentration ranges ∆D1 =659

20 and ∆D2 = 10 ppb roughly correspond to the respective Dmax(ỹ) (cf. Figure 7b),660

e.g., the instrument in Figure 11c at t2 = 15:36 corresponds to T = 10.3 h in Figure 6e.661

Vertical profiles of 5 min averaged inner-shelf T (z) and non-dimensional D(z)/∆D were662

taken from alongshore vessel transects in each of the remotely sensed domains (green seg-663

ments in Figure 11a-d).664

In the remotely sensed D(x̃, ỹ), there are active rip-current ejections, with D com-665

parable to Dmax (e.g., ỹ ≈ 3.1 km, Figure 11a), and a more diffuse larger-scale under-666

lying D indicating continuous horizontal mixing of previous rip-current ejection events667

over the preceding 2.3 h (Figure 11a,c). Rip-current ejections are also evident in remotely-668

sensed T ′ (Figure 11b,d). However, the cross-shore extent of morning warm T ′ plumes669

is notably smaller than the afternoon. Also, the morning diffuse inner-shelf D does not670

have strong coherence with T ′ (Figure 11a,b), in contrast to mid-afternoon inner-shelf671

D and T ′ (Figure 11c,d) when surf-zone/inner-shelf temperature anomaly ∆T is a fac-672

tor of 2 larger. Recent observations and modeling suggest that a larger surf-zone/inner-673

shelf temperature anomaly (∆T ) induce larger cross-shore surface extent of rip-current674

thermal plumes (Moulton et al., 2021).675

At x̃ ≈ −300 m (outside the model inner-shelf region), vertical profiles of inner-676

shelf T (z) and non-dimensional D(z)/∆D indicate different morning and afternoon inner-677

shelf D evolution (Figure 11e-f). The inner-shelf T (z) is roughly 0.5 ◦C warmer in the678

afternoon (red versus blue, Figure 11e), with increased near-surface stratification. Pro-679

files of morning versus afternoon D(z)/∆D have notably different vertical structure (Fig-680

ure 11f). The morning D(z)/∆D1 has a subsurface maximum at z ≈ −5 m (blue), with681

strong temporal variability (shading) relative to afternoon. The afternoon D(z)/∆D2682

is near-surface maximum and relatively weak mid water column (red), suggesting dif-683

ferent inner-shelf tracer evolution over the k−1
SZ = 2.3 h prior to each image and tran-684

sect.685

Prior to the mid-morning transect, the alongshore averaged surf-zone temperature686

(blue left/right triangles, top of Figure 11e) overlapped the inner-shelf temperature T (z)687

for z ≥ −5 m. Thus, tracer exported onto the inner-shelf over the morning could be688
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transported offshore subsurface beyond x̃ = −(LSZ + LIS). This time-period also cor-689

responded to the local internal tide driven 300 m cross-shore deformation of the inner-690

shelf plume (ỹ ≤ 2 km, Figure 4a-b), which potentially subducted the dye-laden wa-691

ter mass (Grimes, Feddersen, Giddings, & Pawlak, 2020). As remotely sensed D is an692

average measure of tracer within the optical depth of the water column, some of the mid-693

morning diffuse underlying D signal (Figure 11a) is potentially due to subsurface tracer.694

In contrast, the afternoon period alongshore averaged surf-zone (red triangles, top695

of Figure 11e) was consistently 0.5 ◦C warmer than the z ≈ −1 m inner-shelf T . Surf-696

zone tracer exported onto the inner-shelf with positive T -anomaly would preferentially697

spread offshore at, or near the surface due to buoyancy (e.g., Molina et al., 2014; Moul-698

ton et al., 2021). In idealized modeling studies, diurnal thermally driven circulation mod-699

ulates the inner-shelf vertical distribution of surf-zone released tracers, with a near sur-700

face inner-shelf plume for warm surf-zones and sub-surface plume for cool surf-zones (Grimes,701

Feddersen, & Kumar, 2020). Although the coupled model with constant γ and kIS ≈702

kSZ/2 reproduced the overall surf-zone tracer evolution, both the internal tide and so-703

lar heating contributed to the inner-shelf D evolution, making a process-based general-704

ization of inner-shelf cross-shore exchange rate (i.e., kIS) impossible from a single real-705

ization.706

6 Summary707

The evolution of an early morning surf-zone released fluorescent tracer was observed708

for ≈ 30 h after release using aerial imagery and in situ sampling. Surf-zone tracer was709

advected north throughout the observation period with tracer transport derived mean710

speed of vSZ ≈ 0.18 m s−1, based on surf-zone instrument arrival times and remote inner-711

shelf surface plume position, consistent with the obliquely incident wave forcing. Down-712

stream of the release (ỹ > 0), the maximum in situ surf-zone tracer concentration Dmax713

decayed exponentially with 1.6 km alongshore e-folding length scale, or 2.5 h advective714

time scale. Downstream surf-zone tracer time-series also evolved, having top-hat struc-715

ture for y ≤ 1 km and becoming increasingly skewed farther downstream. Within ≈716

1.5 km of the northward propagating tracer front, inner-shelf tracer was confined to on-717

shore of 4LSZ (surf-zone width LSZ ≈ 100 m) and was alongshore patchy.718
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A coupled surf-zone/inner-shelf box tracer model generally reproduces the observed719

surf-zone tracer evolution. The model accounts for surf-zone/inner-shelf alongshore ad-720

vection (vSZ and vIS, respectively), surf-zone shear dispersion (Kỹỹ), and cross-shore tracer721

exchange across the surf-zone and inner-shelf (kSZ and kIS, respectively). The downstream722

Dmax decay is largely due to rip-current ejections of tracer, leading to alongshore patchy723

inner-shelf dye, and parameterized using a surf-zone exchange rate kSZ, implying a surf-724

zone flushing time k−1
SZ ≈ 2.3 h. Inner-shelf exchange was weaker, kIS ≈ kSZ/2, indi-725

cating reduced horizontal mixing. The surf-zone exchange rate kSZ magnitude is consis-726

tent with previous estimates in similar conditions, and the cross-shore decay in exchange727

is consistent with previous model simulations of mixing due to surf-zone generated tran-728

sient rip-currents. The observed growth of downstream D temporal skewness is due to729

inner-shelf D retention, differential surf-zone/inner-shelf advection (vSZ 6= vIS), and sub-730

sequent surf-zone recirculation. The growth of downstream D temporal width, an indi-731

cation of growing alongshore plume width, was not well represented by a 1D asymptotic732

shear dispersion model, likely due to cross-shore inhomogeneous mixing and long inner-733

shelf exchange time scale, i.e., k−1
IS ≈ 6 h.734

Contributions to model parameters from surf-zone processes were well constrained735

by observations and consistent with existing scalings. The inner-shelf D evolution ex-736

hibited more complexity, owing to multiple overlapping processes. On the inner-shelf (≈737

3LSZ) for ỹ > 2 km, tracer vertical structure differed in the morning versus afternoon,738

with mid-morning D(z) largely sub-surface and afternoon D(z) confined to the surface.739

The different tracer structure is likely due to surf-zone/inner-shelf temperature differ-740

ences, with similar mid-morning surf-zone/inner-shelf temperature allowing for subsur-741

face tracer exchange, in contrast to the warmer afternoon surf-zone leading to buoyant742

near-surface inner-shelf tracer. The mid-morning evolution was also likely affected by743

the local internal tide circulation. Scalings for various other inner-shelf exchange pro-744

cesses (i.e., kIS), like internal tides, waves, and buoyancy driven circulation are required745

to generalize the coupled model.746
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